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About This Game

WARIUM is a turn-based strategy for creating your empire.

The WARIUM world is a procedurally generated hexagonal map that consists of different biomes. Who knows where you will
start your journey. Maybe it will be a cold and empty tundra or a fertile and impassable jungle?

Units capture cells and expand your empire, but be careful: the extended power is easier to crush into smaller ones! Units do not
have health, but there is a force parameter. A strong unit can destroy a weaker unit. So hold back the onslaught of the numerous,

but weak army of your enemy.

Recruit and upgrade units, build buildings and raise your economy. You are free to choose in which direction to expand your
power.

Game process:

Sandbox.

The world is created by chance.

The world consists of islands that are connected to each other by teleports.

The world is shrouded in biomes, which differ not only in landscape and fertility, but also in the initial densely populated
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areas.

Up to 30 states can appear on a small field. And up to 900 in the big world.

You start playing in the village.

To capture the cells, the unit must stand on it.

Units gain experience when capturing enemy cells, after which the units can be improved.

Build economic and defensive structures.

In the game there are several types of units: swordsmen, lancers, cavalry, long-range.
     Spearmen are good against cavalry, but weak before swordsmen and long-range.

Units contain several branches of upgrade.

Discover the world - find tactically advantageous areas of the terrain, fertile cells.

If the territory of the state is crushed and ceases to connect with the capital, then it has its own capital and its treasury.

To win, you must destroy all enemy states.

Choose your faction and go ahead.
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wario gameplay. merriam webster. palkadavu warium villa homestay. palkadavu warium villa. wariyam heritage. ninja warrior

This game is broken, at least under the Taiwanese ruleset - it sometimes doesn't notice that a hand is winning.. I love this game,
mix of action FPS and strategy.
Its still enjoyable, especially if set to 1920x1080. You can do this via "%steam folder%\steamapps\common\Uprising Join or
Die\nglide_config.exe".
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dlrRNfEJP_4. Razor 2: Hidden Skies tries gallantly to emulate the shmups of yore, but falls
flat not for want of creativity (though it could certainly use a bit more), but
inexcusable\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ups on the game mechanics themselves.

The game attempts, in some places, to be a bullet hell game but the hitbox of your ship is extremely large and does not even
match the graphic - it awkwardly extends out an uncertain distance to both sides, but does not seem to include the nose of the
fighter. Furthermore, the areas extend visually farther than your actual range of motion, but this is impossible to tell without
running right into an invisible wall. In several areas, enemies park right on this wall, giving the illusion that you can zip around
them to avoid fire and take them out, right up until you crash into them headlong making the attempt. This is made even more
unweildly by the boss fights that zoom the camera out, supposedly to impress you with how big the boss is. Sadly the net result is
that now you can see even more but have the same narrow movement lane, exacerbating the problem even more.

Two subweapons are heat-seeking with auto targetting, but there is no mechanic to choose what you'd like to target - the game
seems to completely arbitrarily choose for you, and even if the lock-on happens to be a priority target, anything flying in the
path of your slow-traveling relativistic missiles will intercept them and explode instead. (Which prompts the question of how
does a missile travelling at relativistic speeds even work, and if it does why are they so bloody slow?) The bosses are all recycled
variants of each other - fight three tanks, then fight three spinning satellite things, then... etc.

Unfortunately the problems do not stop there. Movement is imprecise and jerky. Combine this with the awkard hitboxes and
you've committed a cardinal sin in the shmup genre - dodging is effectively impossible in places, though this doesn't matter a
terrible lot since to cover for this the game slathers you in multiple shields which partially refresh upon each pick-up. Despite
that fact, you still take a lot of hits simply because your hitbox isn't where you think it is, and it's nigh impossible to guage where
its limits are precisely, since it extends well beyond the ship graphic. Unfortunately, the pickups themselves don't make a
terrible lot of sense. One of the most common is Energy, which restores a pip on your Energy meter. Which is grand, only the
game never quite explains what Energy is for or why you want it, despite being able to upgrade your ship batteries to have more
of it. Oh well, free shields I guess!

In general the game is horridly unpolished. The translation is riddled with grammatical errors, word misuse, and typos (I'm not
sure what a Gravity Riffle is). Each mission has a cheesy low-quality text-to-speech mission introduction voiceover, only it gets
a few words into it before the explosions start and the rest is completely drowned out. Oops. Hope it wasn't important. Soon
after starting the second mission, the primary fire input became stuck and I was essentially on autofire for the rest of the game.
Which isn't all bad I suppose, except with the input stuck, I became unable to read mission briefings (not a tremendous loss
since they're an exercise in bad English and misspelled words) and upon finishing and going to the main menu it would spam me
right into a new game on Easy Mode, not allowing me to change settings or even exit the game. I had to alt-tab and manually kill
it.

In short, I can't recommend this game at all, even to die-hard shmup fans, unless you seriously need a fix and simply cannot find
something else to scratch the itch.. Itsa mastaspiece!. Absolutely loved this game - until I got stuck near the end, and seemingly
through no fault of my own. I wouldn't necessarily NOT recommend it, I don't know if the issues was with my system, my copy
of the game, or the actual programming of the game itself. It was fun at first, though, so it is worth a try if you're up to seeing if
you can get all the way through. The setting was amazingly gorgeous and relaxing.
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Hail storm is a very fun game especially in vr the single player could use some music and like a narrative story that explains
whats going on in the game but basically these aliens have taken over and they take over peoples minds and stuff its basically
halo vr. It has the energy sheilds the sticky grenades the normal grenades and you can fly and glide what more could you want
from an online indie vr shooter game i just wish there were more people playing because then it would be truly magical
experience it could be like the next halo ce for vr until microsoft releases halo vr if they are making it.. Good ol' fashioned
Bomberman. Can't recommend this game to anybody. The controls are more frustrating than fun. When most of my time is
spent trying to fight the controls rather than solve the puzzle there's something wrong with the foundation of the game..
Holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665this game is epic, I love this game.

I highly recommend the 45 minutes playtime

the game has great humor, just saying, and everything is adowable uwu. Really Nice game im glade to have boughten this game
and or help the developers!!! Money well spent im gonna be really happy to see more content
. For now I'm giving this game a thumbs up but only for die-hard tycoon fans like me who don't expect much value yet who
mainly want to support the developer so he can continue working on the game. For everyone else please consider this review a
thumbs down.

The game currently is not bad, but it's not good either. It's somewher inbetween. You can currently choose to play sandbox in
either a small market or a somewhat larger one. There are about half a dozen shelve types, fridges and one freezer and a few
cashier points you can build and and almost 100 items you can stock your shelves and fridges with.

The game is in a really early state and you can immediately tell after playing for a short time. It has quiet a few bugs although
the game just released today, so the dev's might be able to fix many of the bugs in the comming days. The game currently
doesn't offer too much playtime yet as it's too barebones and lacks certain features which one would expect from such a tycoon
game.

But it's early access and in my opinion it shows great promise and has a really good foundation. Whether or not the game will
become really good depends on how well the development will continue.

So if you are a die hard tycoon fan and would like to support the devs and test the game for them and see how it developes then
buy it now. Otherwise check back in a month or two or maybe later to see how the game progress.

I have played my fair share of really bad tycoon games but this one is off to a good start and can become a great game if
development is done right.. Rush Delta Z is a free to play Bullet Hell game that, while far from the best Shoot 'Em Up on Steam
I still think is decent enough to recommend to Free to Play/ Bullet Hell fans.
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